
Report of the non-sports director  
Mr  LARAICHI  Abdallah 

 
Ladies and  gentlemen 

 
First of all, I would like to express my joy, to see you again in good health following  this 
difficult year marked by  the covid 19 pandemic, the holding of this General Assembly  is  
a  new  proof of  the  unity  of  solidarity  that  animates  our  actions. 

 
Our Moroccan government has just lifted the night curfew as of Wednesday, November 
10, 2021. 

 
The sport motocycliste  will come out of its confinement and will continue to bring joy, to  
lovers of motorcycle sport. It is very important to analyze and understand the past to 
anticipate the future, this report will serve to know and understand all the rich  positive  
life  that we  have just lived despite  Covid  19. 

 
According to the reports and the ZOOM platform meetings of the committees have 
provided an honourable work and on this subject the FRMM has just proposed 3 Working 
Group Members to FIM AFRICA  i.e.     

• Mr Said  EL  MEJJAD  :    Motocross 
• Mr Mohamed  Asnas  BERRAZOUQ  :  enduro 
• Mr khalil  lqadimi :  Cross  country 

 
Let us keep  a  great  hope  in order to    provide  an honorable  work 

 
1st part: the realization of the Tourist concentration has just opened up intensive future 
prospects, 84 motorcycles  have gathered at the Mehdia tourist complex and a    
scheduled  Motorcycle Parade Mehdia-Kenitra  towards  the administrative   place.   Road  
safety  in  general, which must be one of the largest properties, and we have  
theopportunity for the CTL commission that has just organised its meeting at the complex 
to have the honour of attending    the  motorcycle parade.   
We are  all    passionate about    this  tourist  and sports sport.   

 
2nd  part: Rally of Morocco, the integration of Moroccan drivers from different clubs in the 
Rally  of  Morocco  and  enduro  Cup,  gives the opportunity to the young  Moroccan  
Amine  ECHIQUER    to  win  the  enduro  cup category 2021. 

 
3rd    part:    Motocross  course  for  young  riders.   
According to the unconditional help of the FIM, a motocross course has just been 
organized in Marrakech on 11-12 September 2021, and the 2nd course will be scheduled 
for the date of  13-14  November  2021  in  Salé,  these  courses  will  improve the 
technique  of  the  riders. To  this 



We   have started negotiations with  the  FIM to detach  a  French  coach  for short stays.   
 

4th  part:    for the environment: 
Education is one of the fundamental pillars of sustainability, taking into considerationthe  
protection and promotion of biodiversity, we must be wary of electric vehicles.  Particular    
attention must therefore  be  paid  to  the  production  of  batteries  and  their disposal or 
reuse, provide a sustainable energy source for the recharger of electrically powered  
machinery.   

 
5th  part:    women's commission.   
An FRMM women's commission has just been born, but the lack of participants in the 
various competitions, lack of equipment and the organization of seminars should not 
discourage this discipline, through leisure motorcycles we have seen several women who 
love  nature and leisure, it is necessary to create a women's competition in order to    give  
a  great  breath  to   this discipline. 

 
6th  part:  medical  commission:   
I offer    courses for    first  aid,  and  at least  the  4  gestures  to  know. 

 
7th  part:    new  activity:    4  competitions  are  scheduled  this  year  for  motorcycles    on  
the asphalt circuit.   

 
8th  part:    planning  of an  academy  in  North  Africa. 
We are waiting for a  large  grant  to  set  up the mass    of  this  project. 

 
9th  part:    participation in the    nations championship in  Italy  25-26  September  2021:   
3 Moroccans participated in the nations championship, the risky bad luck of the 
Moroccan team lets  us  attract  lessons  from  this  participation. 

 
10th  part:    Moroccan championship:  Motocross  and  cross-country. 

 
12 competitions have been scheduled this year and according to the motocross courses 
the level  of  the  Moroccan  championship  is  improved. 

 
11th  Enduro  of the  sand. 
3 sand enduro competitions will be scheduled, beach sand lovers  are  satisfied. 

 
I believe  that our  flywheel  can  create  our  virtue. 


